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In this webinar we will explore …

• the general basic concepts of a system
• how to apply systems thinking to organisations
• and how to use system thinking to improve organisations
– using the Process Orientated Holonic (PrOH) Modelling Methodology
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Why do we need systems thinking?

• Organisations can become too complicated
• “…one can feel like, a small cog in a large machine …”
• Have you ever wished that you had a good way of thinking
about and describing your organisation?
• Systems thinking can help us do this, by considering a
systems, its parts, wholes and interactions …

Types of system
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Part-tangible

Intangible
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What is an organisational system?

system name
Interrelationships
critical success factors
inputs

objectives outputs
control
loop
machines

people
system
boundary
environment

Think of your organisation …

How many of these elements do you recognise?

A. All of them
B. Most of them
C. A few of them
D. None of them
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Systems Models
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Intangible

Scoping an Organisational System

system
boundary
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length
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Methodology
Hard Systems
Methodologies

Soft Systems
Methodologies

1. recreate

reflect

2. reductionist

holistic

3. optimise

understand & improve

4. increase tolerances

double-loop learning

Tangible

Part-tangible

Intangible

What sort of systems thinker are you?
Hard Systems
Methodologies

Organisational
System
A

Soft Systems
Methodologies

B

1. recreate

reflect

2. reductionist

holistic

3. optimise

understand & improve

4. increase tolerances

double-loop learning
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Part-tangible

Intangible
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What theory the suggests …
Hard Systems
Methodologies

Organisational
System
A

Soft Systems
Methodologies

B

1. recreate

reflect

2. reductionist

holistic

3. optimise

understand & improve

4. increase tolerances

double-loop learning

Tangible

Part-tangible

Intangible

The PrOH Modelling Methodology – a core template
The previous
process phase

was operated by

refer to

person
responsible for
preceding phase

other
resources

to inform

produces
output from
preceding phase / input
to present phase

used by

received by

person in charge
of present phase
produces

The objective of the present
phase

output to present
phase / input to
next phase

required
by

person in charge of
next phase
The Phase Under Observation
manages
the

The next
process phase
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The PrOH Modelling Methodology – a key

Arrows

Bubbles
Tangible things

Verb phrases are written on the
directional links

People
Intangible factors

Example: ‘widget production planning’ – scene 1 - core process
The bid
phase

was operated
by the

Question:
How involved were production in
the bidding process ?

Bid Team
manager

finance
engineer

produced

Bid documents
costing

technical spec
received by

Production
Planning Team
purchasing

required
by

scheduler
production plans
produces

Production
Route Cards

Purchasing
requests

Operations Department
Team
Leaders

Operatives

manage
the

Production Phase
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Example: ‘widget production planning’ – scene 2 - control
The bid
phase

was operated
by the

that guided the
CTO

CEO

Senior Management Team
Bid Team
manager

finance
engineer

produced

CFO

were
approved
by

defined
Company
strategy

Bid documents
targets
costing

values

technical spec
vision
received by
guides

guides

Production
Planning Team
purchasing

required
by

scheduler
production plans
produces

Operations Department

Production
Route Cards

Question:
How easy was the strategy to
understand?

Team
Leaders

Purchasing
requests

Operatives

manage
the

Production Phase

Example: ‘widget production planning’ – scene 3 – key decision
The bid
phase

was operated
by the

that guided the
CTO

CEO

Senior Management Team
Bid Team
manager

finance
engineer

produced

CFO

were
approved
by

defined
Company
strategy

Bid documents
targets
costing

values

technical spec
vision
received by
guides

Question:
How closely does
the company work
with its suppliers?

guides

Production
Planning Team
purchasing

required
by

scheduler
production plans
produces

finalise

make / buy
decision

requires

Operations Department

Production
Route Cards

to be sent to

Team
Leaders

Purchasing
requests

manage
the

make
requires

Operatives

to be sent to
Involved in the

buy
suppliers

Production Phase
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Does your organisation suffer from similar issues?

Yes
No

Would applied organisational systems modelling be useful ?

Yes
No
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Key points about systems thinking for organisations …

• Be clear on the type of system you are investigating
• Be aware of all different parts in the system
• Be clear on the type of methodology you need to use
• Scope the system
• Give purpose to the exercise
• Depict the system with a simple and effective technique

Further Information …

Dr Ben Clegg
Operations and Information Management Group
b.t.clegg@aston.ac.uk
0121 2043063
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